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Who are we?

•A grouping of 30 residents' associations  

•Representing about 5,000 residents throughout Bath

• Four Affiliate members including Cycle Bath and the 
two University student unions



FOBRA's top priorities

• Air Pollution

• Traffic (including congestion and 
parking)



What's the problem for Bath?

• Traffic dominating the World Heritage Site

• Congestion, visual degradation, noise and smell

• Traffic vibration and pollution damaging historic 
buildings

• Air pollution damaging the health of residents and 
visitors



• 10,000 people live in the Bath AQMA

• By definition, they are suffering unhealthy 
levels of NO2 pollution over the legal limit

• NO2 pollution causes 29,000 deaths a year 
across the UK

• Pro-rata, that equates to 30 deaths a year 
in Bath



• Free of all but essential traffic.
• Good mobility through walking, cycling and public 

transport.
• A high quality environment with good air quality: 

reduced pollution and vibration from traffic.
• The Public Realm and Movement Strategy 

implemented and extended.
• Vibrant public spaces; a setting in which the historic 

and architectural icons of the World Heritage Site 
can be seen and appreciated properly.

The city centre we want



• Reduced traffic volumes throughout the city.
• Mobility and access to the centre for 

communities in outer areas of Bath, visitors, 
and people who work in the city.

• Attractive public transport as a realistic 
alternative to the private car.

• Modal shift from cars to public transport, 
cycling and walking.

• Alternative routes for through traffic.

Wider issues



A Vision for our city

“A beautiful city in a green 
setting, with vibrant public 
spaces, a historic centre free of 
all but essential traffic, clean air, 
good mobility and excellent 
transport infrastructure”.



Compare and 
contrast…..



George Street, in the heart of the city, 11 am



La Rochelle



Milsom Street



Baden-Baden 



Queen Square



Queen Square, Bristol



Syracuse cathedral square 
(v. Orange Grove)



B&NES Core Strategy, 2014

"The city centre [will be] 
predominantly car free"

[by 2029]



"Bath will enhance its unique 
status by adopting measures that 
promote sustainable transport and 
reduce the intrusion of vehicles, 
particularly in the historic core". 

Bath Transport Strategy – the Vision



B&NES Public Realm and 
Movement Strategy

The PRMS aims to create the canvas for a more 
animated and inclusive public life by:

•   Rebalancing the movement hierarchy giving priority 
to pedestrians, cyclists and public transport
•   Refashioning the public realm, creating a lattice of 
connected streets and spaces



Public Realm and Movement Strategy Pattern Book



The Guardian, 18 November 2015



Bordeaux
(small electric inner city bus)

27



Bath Transport Strategy – main features

• A walking/cycling strategy to make Bath the UK’s most walkable city; 
• Improved accessibility for people with mobility impairments; 
• A parking strategy to support the economic growth but at the same time 

reducing the amount of off-street spaces within the city centre; 
• A new Park-and-Ride to the east of Bath, and continuing expansion of the 

existing Park & Ride (P&R) sites; 
• A traffic management plan for the city; 
• Support for more use of public transport to reduce the number of cars 

entering the city; 
• Better management of Heavy Goods Vehicles within the city; 
• Finding a new location for coaches to park once they have dropped visitors 

off in the city centre. 
• Investigate alternatives to A36-A46 HGV route through the city. 
• Develop options for a Low Emission Zone.


